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Introduction: The derivation of HEDs from Vesta is strongly supported by Dawn data [1], and these meteorites have made interpretations of Dawn spectra much more rigorous. Compared to the Moon, where samples became available after geologic mapping, the exploration of Vesta has been backwards. But what if HEDs had not been available or identified as vestan samples? What petrologic and geochemical predictions would have been possible using Dawn data, without the benefit of HEDs?

Compositional Mapping: VIR, FC, and GRaND compositional maps of Vesta [2,3,4] reveal that the regolith consists of regionally varying combinations of basalt and orthopyroxenite, based on comparisons with HEDs. But would these specific lithologies have been identified from VISNIR spectra indicating only Fe-bearing pyroxenes of varying composition, or from neutron absorption values or global Fe/O and Si/O ratios? And without the ability to analyze the mineralogy and chemistry of eucrite and diogenite end members, modeling regolith mixing and the petrogenesis of the igneous rocks would be qualitative at best. Assuming that samples had been extracted and launched from the 500 km diameter Rheasilvia basin (as inferred from observations of the Vestoids [5]), we probably would have predicted, based on petrologic reasoning, that crustal basalts or gabbros (eucrites) would be the most abundant lithologies, as observed. However, the high abundance of basaltic eucrites (63%) relative to cumulate (3%) and polymict (34%) eucrites would probably not be predicted. An estimate of regolith thickness (<1 km) [6] predicts that regolith breccias (howardites) would be less abundant, as observed.

Regolith Properties: Without the observation of CM clasts in howardites, it is arguable whether the unexpected discovery of H-rich [7] and OH-rich [8] regions on Vesta would have been interpretable in terms of exogenic carbonaceous chondrite containing hydrous minerals, although their occurrence as low-albedo regions might suggest a foreign component. The low amounts of impact melt in fresh craters seen in FC images [6] is consistent with models that imply limited melting due to low impact velocities, and would have correctly predicted limited amounts of impact melts in howardites. Recognizing the distinctive character of space weathering on Vesta [9] did not require HEDs, although the lack of agglutinates and nanophase iron in howardites provides confirmation of the spectral interpretation.

Magma Ocean: Dawn’s observation that orthopyroxenite (if that lithology could have been identified) on Vesta has been excavated from the Rheasilvia basin (with a 30-45 km deep transient cavity, twice the estimated thickness of Vesta’s crust [10]) would likely have led to the hypothesis of a global magma ocean, by analogy with the Moon. However, the complexity of vestan magma ocean models [11], involving a period of equilibrium crystallization followed by continuous extraction of residual melts into fractionating plutos at higher levels, is required by HED geochemistry. The homogeneity of oxygen isotopes in HEDs [12] is a predictable consequence of pervasive melting.

Mantle Composition: The lack of spectrally detectable olivine in Rheasilvia [13] might have led to a prediction of an olivine-free upper mantle. However, harzburgitic diogenites contain olivine [14], a discrepancy now reconciled by experiments showing the difficulty of spectrally detecting <25% olivine in the presence of orthopyroxene [15].

Core Size and Bulk Composition: The estimated core mass fraction of Vesta is ~18%, based on fitting of Dawn’s determination of the gravitational moment of J₂ [16]. We now know that this is in remarkable agreement with meteorite-based models of the HED parent body, with core mass fractions of 15-20% [17]. The core size is a critical constraint on Vesta’s bulk composition, recently modeled as Na-depleted H chondrite with ~25% admixed CM chondrite [18]. This compositional model can yield eucrite-like melts, and has an Fe/Mn ratio, an oxygen isotopic composition, and a redox state like HEDs, but none of those constraints would be available without HEDs. Estimating this bulk composition is a necessary step in devising models for the thermal evolution [19] and magmatic differentiation [11] of Vesta.

Chronology: From the crater-saturated surface of Vesta and from crater-counting chronology of vestan units as >3.5 Ga [20], the ancient crystallization ages of HEDs [21] were predictable but not precisely quantifiable. Without ⁴⁰Ar/³⁹Ar measurements of HED breccias [22], the late bombardment by high-velocity impactors on Vesta [23] would not be recognized.

Conclusion: Our understanding of Vesta’s geology and evolution is so inextricably linked to HEDs [24] that it is difficult to imagine a Dawn mission not informed by these samples. Vesta now joins the Moon and Mars as the only extraterrestrial bodies that have been geologically, petrologically, and geochemically
characterized. Not coincidentally, samples are available for all three bodies.